New Distribution Capability (NDC)

Together Let’s Build Airline Retailing

2018 NDC Implementation Forum – 2
Meeting overview

28 – 29 August 2018

Meeting Venue Information:
IATA Spain and Andorra,
Torre Europe, Paseo de Castellana
95, Madrid 28046
Setting the Scene (Day 1, opening)

Implementer Presentations (Spread over day 1 and 2)
The goal of these sessions is to demonstrate a broad sweep of the capabilities implemented by participants. Implementers will share their journey and discuss how they implemented scenarios related to the meeting themes (screenshots and/or live demonstrations).

- Leaderboard airlines present their current and planned capabilities in their NDC implementation, highlighting tangible benefits to consumers.
- Participants share about their experiences implementing the most popular use cases and converge on the understanding of these message flows.
- Using the TMC reference architecture as a framework, participants implementing solutions for corporate travel share from their NDC journey.
- Payment Implementations in NDC, including presentation of a Payment POC

ONE Order (Day 2)

- This session will help you stay abreast on the progress of the ONE Order Program. We will have the opportunity to hear directly from one of the pilots who will share their findings.

Getting our hands dirty (Day 2)

- A deep dive into the implementation aspects, allowing participants to have an opportunity to raise technical questions such as "how do I do this in the NDC 17.2 schema". This session will be driven by the posts on AIRTechZone. **Participants need to post questions and share responses and experiences directly on AIRTechZone before the session.**

4. Bringing it all together (Day 2, closing)

- Round table on proposed solutions discussed
List of organizations and hotel options on Meeting site: AIRTechZone

Implementation Forum Madrid (Aug 2018)
56 Delegates // 39 Unique Organizations

- 27, Airline
- 11, IT Provider
- 11, Seller/Agent/Meta
- 7, Aggregator

Top 7 topics on your mind (participants view)

- Standardization
- Share experiences
- Servicing
- Schema roadmap
- Payment aspects
- Integration
- Handling hybrid
**Meeting Participants**

1. Air France KLM
2. Amadeus
3. American Airlines
4. Avianca
5. Azmeel International Agency for Travel and Tours
6. British Airways
7. Expedia
8. Hahn Air Lines
9. Iberia LAE
10. InteRES GmbH
11. ISO Software Systeme GmbH
12. Lufthansa Group
13. Singapore Airlines
14. SunExpress Airline
15. WTMC
16. Aeroflot Russian Airlines
17. AirGateway GmbH.
18. America Airlines
19. Calrom Limited
20. Click Travel
21. CTM
22. Datalex
23. Delta Air Lines
24. Delta Air Lines
25. dnata
26. Farelogix
27. Finnair
28. flyiin GmbH
29. IBS Software Europe Limited
30. Kiwi.com
31. Luxair
32. Maureva
33. Navitaire
34. SABRE
35. SAS
36. Skyscanner
37. Travel Innovation Group
38. Travel Planet
39. United Airlines